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INSIDE Lovett takes campus pastor spot
By Angela Nelson, reporter

Jackson leaves
to start work on
Texas ministry

• J00 WINS BSC TITLE LU golfer

Yong Joo capturesthe Big South
individual title at the tournament last
weekend in
South
Carolina.
See page
12.
• YEAR IN
REVIEW
Life! takes a look at the highs
and lows of life at Liberty with
the year in review at LU . See
page 6.
~~

• SINGING
FOR CASH
'Feed the
Need' draws
good
turnout
despite student's
Easter
weekend
flight and raises funds for the
hungry and needy. See page 5 .

Next semester, Dr. Danny Lovett will
take over the responsibilities of senior
campus pastor, following the resignation
of Dr. Rob Jackson last week (see story,
this page.).
Liberty Chancellor, Dr. Jerry Falwell,
announced the appointment at the end
of the April 16 morning service at
Thomas Road Baptist Church.
Lovett will remain dean of the seminary, and will severely cut hts traveling
schedule in order to perform the duUes
of campus pastor and preach on Sunday
and Wednesday nights.
"When Dr. Jackson approached me
about this posiUon, I began to visionize
that this could be the last part of the
puzzle," Lovett said. "With the campus
pastor's office, we now have the practical
more intertwined with the academics,
which provides opportunities for men
and women who are called to full-time
ChrisUan service."
Lovett plans to use his new position in
conjunction with the old one in order to
combine the two more effectively. He
hopes to Incorporate church ministry
training, Shepherd Ministries, counsel-

By Angela Nelson, reporter
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GOTTA LOVE IT — Dr. Danny Lovett, the new senior campus pastor, preaches during last
year's Super Conference in the Vines Center.
ing, women's ministries and Job placement with the campus pastor's office to
help the students In the seminary program.
"There will be some different types of
ministries that Dr. Lovett will bring to
the table and there will be some areas
different ones of us will have to pick up
that Rob was doing," Dwayne Carson,

campus pastor, said. "Dr. Lovett, I feel,
will take us to new heights. He has contacts in the seminary that will help me
better the prayer leader and spiritual life
director teams - that's exciting."
Lovett also desires to work toward
transforming the university Into as

Please see JACKSON, page 4
Please see LOVETT, page 4

• BILL BLASTS ALBRIGHT
Opinion editor Bill Murray takes
on the handling of sensitive
materials by Secretary of State
Madeline Albright. See page 7.

Nurses
capture
national
honor

• TUESDAY
Showers.
High 58, Low 43.

By Christine Koech, reporter
The Liberty Nursing Students Association received a National Community Service Award for the second consecutive
year during the annual Nursing Students
Association Conference last weekend in
Salt Lake City, Utah.
"It was an excellent performance by
the students and definitely something to
be proud of. The students worked really
hard," Tamra Rasberry, faculty adviser of
LSNA, said.
The team was required to present its
project to the public in a creative way.
LNSA chose to use a video, and filmed the
children's fair that took place last October In the Wal-Mart parking lot. The
group set up information booths for parents on car seat and air bag safety. Children were entertained by clowns and
magicians and had the chance to play
games.
The LNSA previously received awards
in February at the State Convention
including the Spirit Award, which honored the team's close cooperation. They
also received the Most Active Constituency Award and the Most Outstand

•WEDNESDAY
Scattered showers.
High 65, Low 44.

)

I

• THURSDAY
Mostly cloudy.
High 65, Low 47.
• FRIDAY
Partly cloudy.
High 68, Low 47.

• SATURDAY
Partly cloudy.
High 72, Low 45.

ABOUT
• DONALDSON VISIT ABC News

Journalist Sam Donaldson will
speak to LU students on
Thursday, April 27 at 9:25 a m . in
DeMossHall 160/161.
• LESS THAN LOCAL CD RELEASE
Less than Local will release their
new CD In a free concert at the
Upper Room Saturday, April 29.
Fans can pull a CD coupon from
their Web site, lessthanlocal.com..
• SOLID GROUND IN CONCERT
Brookhill Wesleyan Church In
Forest hosts Solid Ground, with
special guest Brian Morykon, on
Saturday, April 29 from 7-10 p.ro.
A love offering will be taken at the
door. The church is located four
miles past Perrowvllle Road, off Rt
221.
• LAST CALL FOR'JOSEPH' LU
Fine Arte' "Joseph and the
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat"
will perform at 7:30 p.m. on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday

After 12 years of faithful service
as senior campus pastor. Dr. Rob
Jackson Is moving on and handing
his position over to Seminary Dean
Dr. Danny Lovett
Uiis summer.
Jackson
announced his
decision during
the evening campus church service on April 16.
He Informed the
JACKSON
entire student
body during convocation on Wednesday.
Jackson and his family feel
God's direction to move to the San

Please see NURSES, page 4

Falwell leads registration drive
By Melinda Fleming, copy editor
It appears that former presidential
candidate Sen. John McCain was on the
right after all. While the Arizona senator
did not last in the race, according to an
April 15 Associated Press report, LU
Chancellor Dr. Jerry Falwell said, "He
(McCain) did more toward energizing
people of faith than, I have noticed, (anyone) since Ronald Regan."
In an effort to continue adding more
names of religious citizens to the registered voter list, on April 14 Falwell
announced the launch of his new organization, "People of Faith 2000."
In the AP report, Falwell also told
reporters, "I don't think religious conservatives have lost any ol their power. I
think they've lost their enthusiasm."
With the days of the Moral Majority
long behind him, Falwell launched his

new campaign that will attempt to relgnlte that enthusiasm and encourage
religious citizens to head to the polls on
Nov. 7.
According to peopleoffaith2000.com,
This People of Faith coalition Is resolved
to assert our God-given rights to fully
and freely participate In the November 7
elections, voting for candidates who
affirm Judeo-Christlan values."
The May 2000 edition of the National
Liberty Journal said Falwell's new coalition is, "a seven-month long non-partisan voter registration and mobilization
campaign directed toward religious citizens."
While Falwell's new campaign claims
it is not an effort to back any candidate,
it still maintains several goals for reaching its target of registering 10 million
Please see FALWELL, page 4

Correction:
A word to our readers

KII.K PHOTO

MOTIVATING — LU Chancellor Dr. Jerry
Falwell, in a file photo, addresses the media.

Last week's Life! story "Pain, side
effects from donating plasma may
not be worth the money" addressed
some of the negative aspects of the
business.
However, wefelledto address the
positive aspects for LU students and
the effects of donating plasma on
medical research. We have Included
some letters to the editor on page two
that address this issue.
Additionally, references to students' motivesfordonating plasma
and to workers smoking while drawing blood were inaccurate. The
Champion apologizesforany Inconvenience the article may have
caused.
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Moore recounts beginnings

Letters to the Editor

Plasma story missed the positive aspects
Dear Editor
I was surprised and disappointed to read the unbalanced
article In the April 18 Issue of
the Champion regarding the
donation of plasma. As stated in
the article, a number of college
students visit our facility on a
regular basis.
Had the reporter totally
researched the topic I am quite
certain that the majority of those
students would have been
happy to attest to benefit they
had received as well as given.
I realize that reporting for a
college newspaper is intended to
be a learning experience. I am
eager to inform your readers
with information your reporter
would have acquired by visiting
the facility before submitting the
piece to the editor.
The comment made about a
technician smoking was totally
misleading and apparently
made to strengthen the negative

Impact intended by the reporter.
There are technicians
employed here who smoke.
However, cigarette breaks are
taken at scheduled times and
outside of the building. The
implication that a technician
was smoking in the donation
area or while attending to someone donating is absurd.
On the day of someone's first
plasma donation, prospective
donors are required to view a
video that fully outlines the risks
involved.
Following the video presentation, medical history questions
are asked and vital signs are
taken. At that point, a prospective donor is taken to the center's medical office. In addition
to the physical exam, the medical staff reviews and explains
each individual informed consent, which explains the procedure and possible risks.
This interview Is performed

By Jessies Milcr, assistant editor

confidentially between medical
staff and the prospective donor.
Contrary to hiding anything, we
are committed to being
absolutely certain that an
informed consent is made.
The problems encountered
by the two individuals quoted
are not common occurrences.
Although regrettable, they do
not represent a fair assessment
of our efforts or Intent
Thank you for providing me
the opportunity to present the
facts of what we do on a day to
day basis. Anyone desiring additional information on the
plasma donation process and its
benefit to our collective standards of life please feel free to
contact me.
Sincerely,
Tim Matheny
(Matheny is the manager of
the SeramedBlocenter location tn
Lynchburg).

Student benefits from donation experience
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to
the article run in the April 18
edition of The Liberty Champion, "Pain, side effects from
donating plasma may not be
worth the money."
I thought the article was
grossly one-sided. The only
people that were Interviewed
for the article were people with
horror stories from their donation experiences.
I personally have been
donating plasma at the Lynchburg Plasma Center for four
years now. When I was a freshman I would give twice a week,
every week. It was my only
source of Income. Since then I
have only donated plasma

when I am In dire need of cash.
I have probably donated
over 50 times in my time here
at Liberty, and I have never
had any problems. The technicians who have assisted me
have always been knowledgeable about what they were
doing.
Also, because of my frequent visits, I know most of the
people that work there. That is
why I am very suspicious to
the validity of the story about
the technician smoking while
he was sticking someone. I find
that very hard to believe.
Smoking inside the plasma
center is prohibited, and I
know the manager there would
fire any employee if something

like that were to take place.
I Just think that in order to
be fair, both sides of the issue
should be told. Yes, there are
people who have had bad experiences with donating plasma.
But what about the countless numbers of satisfied customers, like myself, who have
benefited from being paid to sit
and watch TV for an hour
while they draw your plasma?
I say, "God bless the
plasma center." Without them.
I would have had no way to get
money when I needed it most.
Sincerely,
Rick Geyer
senior

In 1950, Sam Moore arrived in
the United States with only $600
and his father's advice to "work
hard, be honest and don't be afraid
to take risks" to his name.
Today Moore, the president and
CEO of Thomas Nelson Publishing
Company, a multi-million-dollar
Christian book publishing business, possesses much more than
$600 and is dispensing his own
advice on achieving success in the
work world.
"God expects us to get up off our
duffs and work," Moore, 69, said.
"He wants us to love God, proclaim
Christ, teach proper values In the
home and have a spirit of gratitude."
Moore, a native of Lebanon,
spoke during convocation April 19,
admonishing students to "get off
the fence."
"You who are sitting on the
fence, God's waiting for you to
trust Him," Moore said.
Moore learned early the value of
handwork. Soon after his arrival
In the United States, the young
entrepreneur began selling Bibles
door to door to pay his way
through first the University of
South Carolina, and later, Columbia Bible College in Columbia, S.C.
"He told me he was going to go
sell Bibles," Dean of the School of
Religion and Moore's roommate at
Columbia, Dr. Elmer Towns said.
"I was making 50 cents an hour
working in the chandelier shop,
and he went out with 10 Bibles,
sold them all, and was making
$100 a day."
Moore founded the National
Book Company in 1958, and later
Incorporated Thomas Nelson Publishers.
Now Thomas Nelson, located In
Nashville, Tenn., is one of the leading publishers of Bibles and inspirational books in the world, distributing the work of such bestselling authors as Max Lucado,
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ONLY IN AMERICA — Sam Moore, president of Thomas Nelson Publishers,
meets a student after his speech in convocation on Wednesday.

John Maxwell and Charles Swindoll.
The company also produces the
New King James Version (NKJV)
Bible, now the No. 3 best selling
translation in the world.
"He can honestly say that he
has sold more Bibles than any
man who has ever lived in this
world," Chancellor Dr. Jerry Falwell said.
Of Thomas Nelson's many
accomplishments however, LU
students might best know the publisher as the sponsor of the Varsity
Sales and Management Internship
Program. In the internship, college
students sell educational books
and Bibles door-to-door, similar to
Moore's own experience as a 19year-old immigrant.
Following convocation, Moore
addressed this year's Varsity
recruits from LU at a luncheon in
the executive dining room of the
Reber-Thomas Dining Hall. Liberty
averages about 75 students in the
Varsity program, and has been
Varsity's top campus in sales for
the past three summers.
"Our main goal for the Varsity

program is to develop serviceminded leaders to go in to the 21 st
century to help carry on the values
that we hold dear," Moore said. "It
teaches kids how to set a goal, how
to manage that goal, how to overcome rejections... it teaches kids
how to win."
Varsity sales manager Mike
Savini said that this program especially focuses on building students'
communication skills.
"No matter what degree you're
in... you use communication
skills," Savini said.
According to Savini, this year's
group will be concentrated in the
Nashville area, and the average
student will earn approximately
$7,500 over the 13-week session,
in addition to three college credits.
"Students do make good
money," Savini said. "But our main
focus is communication skills."
By offering students the chance
to develop working skills in a reallife situation, Moore cultivates
leaders for the next generation,
passing along his own desire to
honor God and serve people.
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Have a knack for finding Mr. Wrong? Check out
Boundaries In Dating, a brand new book about
how to find the person who's right for you.
Ask for it at your favorite bookstore today!

Got a dating nightmare of your own? Tell us about it — and read what others have experienced — at www.Zondervan.comlDating
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Adkins set to retire

isten

up c l a s s

of

2000!

By Kelly Kinzey, reporter

associate professor In the School
of Business and Government,
said.
Dr. Robert Adkins, dean of the
School of Business and
Adkins earned his MBA from
Government is retiring from
Stanford after coming out of milir
Liberty University after nine years
tary service after the Korean War.
of service.
He then spent 21 years working
with IBM and starting two busiAdkins has had many accomplishments along the way. A main nesses.
focus of his Job has been to hire
During that time he met a
Christian professors who meet the dean who convinced him to teach
Christian and academic stanan MBA course In business polidards of the university, while seecy. He found that he loved what
ing tremendous growth in the pro- he was doing, so he sold his comgram..
pany and worked on getting his
doctorate. He has now spent
Currently, Adkins teaches two
almost 25 years teaching.
marketing classes: sales manage"He worked for a couple of the
ment and marketing manageFortune 500 companies and had
ment.
a lot of experiences he was always
He has also been Involved In
willing to share with faculty and
conducting summer trips to
Europe. This May will be the 14th his students," Torrence said
Adkins said his future plans
trip he has led.
"Dr. Adkins was known for his are to move to Missouri to be near
summer trips to Europe. He often his family. He would like to teach
one or two classes part time at
had as many as 60-70 people on
one of the nearby universities or
his trips. Students always had a
colleges. He and his wife plan to
great time," Nancy Torrence, an

• • •
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the perfect graduation gift is the one you actually

LAUREN ADARE

RETIRING — Dr. Robert Adkins will
retire after this semester.

become active with their work
with the Gideons once they get
settled.
"There are two things I'll miss
the most about Liberty. One is the
students and the other is the faculty. This Is the best place that I
have ever worked, and It's
because of the students," Adkins
said.
Liberty has not announced a
replacement at dean for Adkins.

graduation countdown
class of 2000 network
graduation announcements
^ o n l i n e gift registry
real world guide
careers

Trip to Europe set for May 2001
fun traveling with a group of
young people."
The trip to Italy and Greece will
Next year's May trip to Europe
be a 10-day trip at a cost of
sponsored by Liberty's Business
$1,575. This price Includes
Department Is planning to be
hotels, meals, airfare and guided
packed with sightseeing and fun.
tours. There is also an optional
Professor Nancy Torrence, from
the Department of Marketing, and three-day cruise to the Greek
Islands for an additional $495. It
her husband will be Joined by Dr.
is also possible to receive college
Bruce Bell, associate professor of
credit for going on this summer
business communications, to
trip.
host the trip to Greece and Italy.
To register, students should
The responsibility was formerly
contact Torrence or Bell. There is
held by Dr. Robert Adkins, who
a deposit fee of $95, which is due
will retire this spring (see story
on or before April 29. Additional
above)
information can be found on the
"My husband and I have been
Internet at www.liberty.edu/acato Europe a number of times but
demlcs/busgov/tour/lndex.htm.
it has been a long time since we
There will also be an informawere in Greece and Italy," Tortional meeting Tuesday, April 25.
rence said. "We are looking for"I went on the trip last summer
ward to visiting some of the fascito Europe and I had a blast I
nating places that we've been to
could not believe the beautiful
before as well as exploring a few
new places. I think it will be lots of scenery. I would go every year if I
By Kristin Ruckel, reporter

and a whole lot more

could," Mike Delipolli said.
Others who went on the trip
expressed the excitement of seeing the famous buildings that
they usually only got to see in
books.
"Now when I am watching the
Travel Channel, I get to see the
places I have been," Oakley Dickson said.
Many students are not Just
motivated to go on the trip
because of the business credits
that can be earned, but because
of the opportunity the trip offers.
"I love meeting people from
other cultures, and I get excited
thinking about visiting countries
that have such rich histories.
What a thrill to my wife and me
that we could join so many Liberty
students, faculty, and staff in
having professional tour guides
point out the wonders of Italy and
Greece," Bell said.

oci on nowi
www.eGrad2000.com
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enter to win a trip for 10 to

The right start in the real world."

0JOBTHAK.COM

turope

"The best site for students I
grads looking for their first job."
- Forbes Magazine

Go to Seminary® IS7S?
Did you %HOW?

LBTS: Pioneers'm Seminary Education
• First with External Degrees
• first to develop church-based
programs
• first Worship Studies Degree
• first Leadership Degree
• first with strategic ministry
partnerships
• first Graduate Program at LU

• About Advanced Standingiox Liberty
Graduates? (up to 30 hours toward a Master's Degree)
• About Scholarships* forSBCVstudents?
(full tuition and books)
• About special tuition ratesfor Seminary
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Fa I well: looking for 10,000 voters Lovett:
onalupdate
From Champion resources
By D.J. Wright

Elian seized from relatives'
home during morning raid
Federal agents armed with automatic weapons seized Elian
Gonzalezfromthe home of his Miami relatives before dawn Saturday. Agents fired tear gas Into an angry crowd as they took away
the crying and screaming six-year-old boy for a reunion In Washington, D. C. with his Cuban father.
More than 20 agents arrived at the home shortly after 5 am.,
using rams on the home'sfrontdoor to get Inside and look for the
boy, who was being hidden In a bedroom closet Elian boarded a
plane while agents explained what was happening and was
described as calm on the plane.

Police detain hundreds in
World Bank protests
Police detained hundreds of demonstrators Monday by hurling
tear gas and spraying pepper to crush protests aimed at disrupting
the final day of talks between world financial leaders in Washington,
D.C. About 5,000 protesters gathered behind police barricades a
block away from the International Monetary Fund and World Bank
buildings.
The meeting of world financial leaders started two hours ahead
of schedule to avoid the demonstrators. The World Bank's Development Committee was discussing debt relief, trade and the flght
against AIDS.

State Department suffers
another security breach
A laptop computer that held classified information disappeared
from the State Department about two months ago and the FBI is
Investigating, the State Department announced Monday. The computer disappeared from the department's Bureau of Intelligence
and Research. In 1999, FBI agents found a Russian spy outside
the department with an eavesdropping device.
In 1998, a man strolled Into the executive secretary's office, stole
a stack of classified materials In plain view of two secretaries. He
was never identified and the materials were not recovered.
The missing laptop Is the latest In a long string of security failures at the State Department," spokesman James Rubin said.

Continued from page 1
new and currently unregistered
voters.
According to the NLJ, the
potential voters will be reached
through, "...using direct mall to
contact 28 million households in
order to distribute 100 million
'Promise to Pray-Promise to Vote'
pledge cards."
Also, according to the NLJ
report, 200,000 churches nationwide will receive voter registration
packets, which include sample
registration forms, church bulletins, posters and even suggested
sermons for pastors. Religious citizens will also be encouraged to
pray for the nation.

The organization's Web site
also states plans to "Launch a
massive 'Get-out-the-Vote' preelection campaign in October and
early November."
Falwell's critics have already
begun voicing their opinions
about the chancellor's new effort
to boost the voice of the religious
right.
The AP wire release reported
that the Americans United for
Separation of Church and State
claim that this is Falwell's attempt
at getting Tex. Gov. George W.
Bush elected. The group also
called the organization a "shady
shell game."
Even though Fahvell has
already fired up the critics, his

organization has the support of
authors, advertising executives
and activists such as Armstrong
Williams, host of the nationally
syndicated radio talk show, "The
Right Side," and Janet Parshall,
host of the radio talk show, "Janet
Parshall's America," which is also
nationally syndicated.
Religious leaders such as Dr.
Paige Patterson, president of the
Southern Baptist Convention,
Rabbi Daniel Lapln, founder of
Toward Tradition and Cascadla
Business Institute, and Dr. Laurence L. White, senior pastor of
Our Savior Lutheran Church in
Houston, Texas have also thrown
their support behind Fahvell and
People of Faith 2000.

Jackson: moving to Texas
Continued from page 1
Antonio/Austin area of Texas to
start a church and begin a ministry through godparent homes,
radio stations, men and women's
missions, etc. Jackson has tentatively named the mission
"Panacea Ministries," which
means "the cure all."
"I've had a direct leading that
this is what God wants us to do,"
Jackson said.
However, his resignation is not
without "deep mixed emotion. I
am going to leave a very large
part of my heart here, which God
is going to have to fill. My heart

To

will be with Liberty forever."
"I was very shocked when he
(Jackson) revealed the potential
for moving on," Dwayne Carson,
campus pastor, said. "Rob and I
have worked together for 13
years. He was my dean, and
we've seen some incredible
things take place on this campus
together. He will be missed
here."
As Jackson and his family
begin a new chapter in their
lives, they will not forget their
love for Liberty. Jackson plans to
work as an adjunct professor and
continue to do projects with Dr.
John M. Borek, Jr., university

e I I 1 8 1 *. Ji.is 1 log

president.
Jackson said that the thing
he will miss the most is his Interaction with students.
"I love discipiing, counseling
and seeing young adults grow in
their relationship with the Lord,"
Jackson said.
Jackson said he is also very
open to coming back to Liberty
one day.
"I'd come back in a heartbeat,"
Jackson said. "I really want every
single person who comes to Liberty to be able to answer one
question when they graduate •Where do I fit in God's plan to
evangelize the world?'"

Continued from page 1
much as a churchfemilyas possible.
"My goal Is to produce a Liberty
University family night by making
Thomas Road and campus church
more inter-woven on Sunday
nights," Lovett said.
Lovett hopes to accomplish a
fomlfy night by persuading Thomas
Road Baptist Church members to
adopt students on campus. This
will allow students to have a family
here in Lynchburg to spend time
with and be discipled by.
"Dr. Lovett is extremely energetic
and very encouraging In evangelism (class)," freshman Mary Elmore
said. "While Dr. Jackson will definitely be missed, I'm optimistic
about what Dr. Lovett has to bring
as campus pastor."

Nurses:
Continued from page 1
ing Community Award for their
community service project—a children's car safety fair.
The conference, which lasted
four days, had an estimated attendance of 3,500. Various nursing
student associations passed resolutions on numerous issues during
the convention. Exhibitorsfromdifferent hospitals and graduate
schools were also present at the
conference.

on i o www. iChi i s t i a n . com

Man pushes four into train
Carlos Angel Diaz Santiago, 22, was charged with four
counts of murder after he allegedly rammed his girlfriend's car
into the path of an oncoming freight train In Pennsylvania.
Witnesses said Diaz and his girlfriend Candace Wertz were having an argument in a parking lot when she drove off with three
other bystanders.
Wertz phoned the police on her cell phone as the chase
reached speeds of 90 mph. When Wertz stopped for a passing
train, Diaz pushed her car into the path of the freight train.
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site. Employees of CCM Communications, iChristian.com, ForeFront Records, Pamplin Music, Organic Records, Essential Records, Myrrh Records
Squint Entertainment and 5 Minute Walk Records are not eligible.

2321 Atherholt Road • Lynchburg • (804) 947-3993
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Concert
draws
despite
holiday

listen

Xavler Slade's lead singer,
Greg Lang said, "A lot of bands
from different types of music
were able to come together and
praise the Lord with their talents."
The concert aimed to raise
funds for the charity, Food for
the Poor. Blake said this organization was chosen because it
helps the Impoverished in the
Caribbean and Latin America
and many people do not hear
about third world situations In
these countries.
Ferdinand Mahfood, an ordinary business man, founded the
organization when he felt God
calling him to use his economic

2000!

cause

By Suzanne McDuffie, reporter

Hundreds of Liberty students
found long yellow slips wedged
beneath their windshield wipers
this weekend. Filled with frustration and Indignation, they
reviewed the papers that they
perceived as tickets, only to find
out that they were Invitations to
Feed the Need (the event formerly known as Greenstone), on
April 21.
The clever advertising campaign Invented by event coordinator Taryn Blake, helped draw
In a sizeable crowd despite the
Easter holiday.
Hip-hop group, Ralderzofthe
Lost said, "Whether It's five or
500, we're gonna do It all for
Christ."
Approximately 300 people
attended Feed the Need, which
featured 11 bands. The audience
sampled a variety of sounds
including alternative, ska, rapcore and hip-hop.

up c l a s s of

someone's gotta win an incredible trip for ten to

BUfOPB
and it might as well be you!
graduation countdown
class of 2000 network
graduation announcements
online gift registry

MATT HJEMBO

FEEDING THE NEED — Keith Williams from Xavier Slade plays the guitar at
the Feed the Need benefit concert Friday night.

skills to fuel the work of the kingdom.
Blake said the concert was a
success, but that she could have
improved the work done toward
raising funds for the ministry
because Feed the Need basically
broke even financially.
A large portion of the audience
came from area high schools,
which gave the bands a chance
to minister to the community.
Less than Local's lead singer,
Melissa Snyder focused a soliloquy on Good Friday. She said
Easter is the most important
weekend for Christians because
It's a time to focus on Christ's
ultimate sacrifice.
Blake said she appreciated
the mass of people who volunteered. She especially appreciated Substation owner, Travis

Hundt's donations of free pizza
to every performer and volunteer.
"They fed my need. I got some
free pizza," Vroom lead singer
John Johnson said.
Johnson and others also said
Xavier Slade performed well,
bringing the rap-core sound to
the local music scene.
Blake said the event ran very
smoothly and Don P & CZ
wrapped up the concert with
their usual success.
"Even though I didn't get to go
home for Easter, I still felt the
Lord blessing me at Feed the
Need 2000," CZ said.
Since Blake graduates this
year, she said New Life Christian
Stores may sponsor the concert
next year in conjunction with its
spring festival.

real world guide
careers
^ a n d a whole lot more

www.eGrad2000.com

enter to win a vacation for ten to

eurdpe
including hotel, airfare, eurail
pass, digital camera and more!
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The right start in the real world."

® JOBTRAK.cOM
"The best site for students &
grads looking for their first job."
- Forbes Magazine

23,547 pizzas sold...
on our way to 25,000
When we sell our 25,000th pizza..
someone will WIN a
f*

»

TV/VCR COMBO!
$6.99

Contest Rules: Purchase any size pizza to enter.
Entries will be received until midnight May 4, 2000.
Winner chosenfroma drawing on May 5, 2000.

Large One Topping Pizza
add $2 for up to
four toppings
for the rest of this school year!
Offer valid thru May 10, 2000. Price excludes tax.
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picks of the week
• 4/29. Fair By The James.

• 4/25. Sweet Briar Concert.
Sweet Briar College will present its Concert Choir and
Chamber Orchestra in concert. 7:30 p.m. Sweet Briar
Memorial Chapel. Free.

The City of Lynchburg will host the annual Fair by the James.
Activities will Include rides, concerts and food. James River
Festival Park. 1 p.m. to midnight Free. 528-3950.

• 4/29. NASCAR Race.

• 4/27. University Chorale.
The LU Department of Fine Arts presents the University
Chorale, under the direction of Dr. Ruth Foley. 7:30 p.m.
Thomas Road Baptist Church, Pate Chapel. Free.

The South Boston Speedway will host the "Mountain Dew
Twins" in an auto race. Tickets $12 at the gate. (877) 4401540.
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The 1999-

school year draws to a cl<
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mei

the
lring should be complete]
Internet usage.
2000,
As students tried unsuc cessfully to get on-line
enc
s the clock ticked past midnight on Dec. 31,
from their dorm rooms, the Information Technology
Srdlnatcr AargJ^aJhps s a l d **** o n c e
Liberty University and the rest of the world
Resource Center (ITRC) partnered with Cisco Sysiring is complete students should be able
watched in amazement as the world entered
sinformaTIbn about 15 UmesJaster than
tems to hardwire the dorn is for Internet access.
not only a new decade, but also a new millennium.
While students vacationed over spring break,
With the turning of the century, the 1999 - 2000
hisnetwork your 'icamputerWonnected 2%
Cisco Systems worked to hardwire a number of the
school year can't help hnt reflect a little of Liberty's
A day%ndyouYe always on at high speed,"
dorms. Administration phins to enable all students|
past and future.
to access the Internet through Liberty's network in •<
thes. **
^sif?
Idflitlon tr/the hjffjjjfBflg. administration
One step administration took to bring Liberty into matter of seconds from dorm rooms.
ged building,pl^^<or an additional three stathe new millennium was <o nrennre for increased
Although the systems won't be accessible until fall
ir S. DeMoss Lea|m|ig Center.
,
jilllon matching ga|Bpy>m an anonyf A
|le foundation, LIEWrty is well on itjj £ j |
ieeded*$ 12 million In funds. ^
^additions will not be cor,
pleted fOTftn ne i in ie L iiOTfetehasjreceived a bi
permit and i
possible.
One of the fondest memories
'99-'00 school year is likely to be Liberty's snow day.
Wintry weather poured seven inches of icy powder on Lynchburg, causing LU classes to be canceled. According to Campus Pastor, Rob Jackson,
this was only the third time in 20 years that hazardous weather conditions gave LU students a
break from classes.
Many students took advantage of the snow day by
sledding down the hill near Marriott with the most
innovative of sledding equipment —laundry baskets, plastic storage box lids, pillows wrapped in
trash bags and cardboard boxes.
"I thought it was a bit comical that school was
canceled because of such a small amount of snow.
But my dorm (eight) took advantage of the snow and
had a snowball fight with Dorm 14," said freshman
BiUWensley.
This year, some major policy changes came out of
fc.UlNE PECORE
the office of the Dean of Students invoi tag the winter dress code for women.
SNOWED IN — This past winter brought snow and icy conditions to the Lynchburg, which resulted in a day of
In years past, women were only allowed to wear
cancelled classes.

By Cindy Siegmund and Tara Williams, reporters

A

pants MPclass duringii&ffljg&r months whl
was '^appropriate wwERer.
folding to the Liberty Way, "inappropri
ther" includes seven|sjw^riftj»g^ji«,
ks that have not bedJpglS^l and/or te
res below 34 degrees.
This year saw Liberty's women wearln,
from Dec. 1 to M a r ^ ^ M B f r d l e s s of wj
tions.
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'the
"We made these changes in c
nadministration and SGArbecaui
the winter
cerned fcPtiaeJiealth of our 1;
omen said,
months, Tcjjelle Mat
licy change
Matthews *
fessional-looklng
altowed wome,
pantjy
b e a r i n g sweatshirts and T5sare not apart of that policy.
ier change came from the Registrars Office,
policy from the catalog was universally
enforced for all students requiring them to have
their spring semester bill paid plus pay a $250 confirmation deposit prior to registering.
They did this to help students get the classes they
need and ulilize classroom space more effectively.
This policy Is currently being Implemented and
goes toward tuition and fees on a students' account.
The Registrar's Office said if a student decided not
to return for the fall semester, a letter stating their
decision should be submitted to Liberty by Aug. 1,
2000 and the deposit will be refunded
Another policy change is that the students no
longer have to go to their advisers to pick up a class
schedule booklet.
This semester the fall class schedule is on-line
and can be found on the Liberty Splash Page.
The schedule is updated every day as to the availabilm of classes.

Sports brings important victories for
Liberty during the '99- '00 school year
By Justin Ridge, reporter

L

ooking back at the ' 9 9 ' 0 0 school year, there were
many exciting events and moments in sports, wich
captured the attention of many.
The Lady Flames basketball team captured its fourth
straight Big South Championship. The team, led by the
senior trio of Elena Kisselava, Sharon Wilkerson and Sarah
Farley, defeated Coastal Carolina, 74-64.
This was also the fourth straight year the Lady Flames
earned a berth in the Women's NCAA Basketball Tournament. This year the Lady Flames drew LSU as their first
round opponent.
The team hung tough in the first half, heading to the
locker room down 29-28. However, excellent shooting by
the Lady Tigers in the second half spelled certain doom for
the Lady Flames. The Lady Tigers went on to win 77-54.
"We Just let things slip away," guard Sharon Wilkerson
said.
In Liberty football news, Ken Karcher was hired as the
new head coach for the Flames. Karcher was hired following

scottromanoski

35 lessons that I
learned in college
The school year is winding down.
Graduation is coming all too quickly for
those of us finally receiving our hardearned degrees.
Now as I prepare to leave, I've been
reflecting lately on my time at this
institution and feel I need to start my
swan song.
While the major part will run next
week, the prelude {to continue the
analogy of musical terms) comes this
week.
So, here comes "Scott's 35 Lessons
Learned In College;"
1. Most people grow up more In college than in the 18 or so years which
precede it
2. The age gap between 18 and 21 is
absolutely enormous.
3. More learning probably takes place

the retirement of head coach Sam Rutigliano.
Karcher, a former coach in NFL Europe, is the sixth head
football coach in the history of Liberty. Karcher was the
offensive coordinator for the Rhine Fire for the last three
years before coming to Liberty.
"It was not sq much college football, it was Liberty University," Karcher said.
According to Athletic Director Kim Graham, he was chosen because of his mixture of enthusiasm and experience.
Finally, the men's soccer team had one of its best seasons
in recent history this year. The team made it to the Big
South conference championship Game for the second consecutive year..
But a title for the team was not to be as Radford defeated
the Flames 4-3. It took Radford quadruple overtime and a
sudden death shootout to put away LU.
The Flames finished 14-2 for the season and posted
impressive regular season wins against nationally ranked
teams such an No. 13 Jacksonville and No. 25 Virginia
Commonwealth.

in those late night discussions over
pizza than could ever happen in a
classroom.
4. Those who have been dealt hsird
times in life usually have a better disposition than those more fortunate.
5. Roommates (and their friends) can
be both the biggest blessing and
the greatest problem in college. (By the way, I couldn't
have a better roommate
than die one I've got now.)
6. Money goes quicker
Uian it comes.
7. People you disagree
with usually have as good
a reason for their beliefs as
you do for yours.
8. A pizza common
ly known as "the
stinky" actually
tastes good.
9. Rednecks
are people, too
(well, that one's
debatable).
10. It Is possible

to complete a double major and a
minor in four years without going completely nuts (but the Champion adviser
said that's also debatable).
11. A three-digit percentage grade at
die top of a research paper makes it
worth die agonizing hours put Into i t
12. Professors are people too.
13. You can actually break
bones putting on under garments
in the morning. (For the sake of
clarification, I didn't learn tills
one first hand, but through a
friend of mine who had an unfortunate accident getting dressed
one fateful morning.)
14. Playing an Instrument can
be a great stress reliever, or a
great source of stress.
15. A good roommate's
family usually
becomes an extension
of your own.
16. Also speaking
about families, wherever a local family of
God meets, you have

• The Anti-violence Summit — (pictured above) Rev. Mel White and 200 of his
supporters met with Dr. Jerry Falwell and 200 of
his followers to discuss opportunitiestoend violence between social groups.

• LU Affiliates With SBC —
Liberty University was recognized as a fully
cooperating institution affiliated with the
Southern Baptist Conservatives of Virginia.

• Brooklyn Tab Singers at LU —
• Olasky Visits L U Natkmaly known author, editor and George W.
Bush's adviser Marvin Olasky visits LU to
address student body.

A portion of the world-renown Brooklyn
Tabernacle Choir came to Liberty's campus last
fan, along with their pastor, Rev. Jin Cymbala,
to conclude Super Conference.

• LaHaye Lounge —

• LU survives Y 2 K —

Drs. Tin and Beverly LaHaye donated a lounge
to Lift circle, providing students with an additionalrecreationarea.

Liberty emerges unscathed through the
turn of the century.

family.
17. A good pracUcal Joke works well
only if it's done In fun and won't hurt
the victim In any way.
18. Working for the Champion,
though EXTREMELY stressful, Is actually enjoyable (usually).
19. Where someone sees purple, *
another sees pink, and another yet
sees magenta. (This one is deep.
Translation: people perceive things differently.)
20. Just because the restaurant only
has about 15 stools around the counter and looks a bit "undesirable," It may
actually have good (and cheap) food.
21. Change happens, (This has
meaning In Just about every area of
life).
22. Don't be afraid to try new things.
23. Procrastination not only affects
you, but it can make others' lives miserable.
24. Sunday nights (after church, of
course) at Pizza Hut with friends sets a
good tone for the week.
25. You eat a lot of pizza In college.

Graphic by Elaine Pecore

26. Tutoring is well worth the tunc
spent
27. It's not a good Idea to put your
arm through a glass door (ask the
opinion editor about this one, who lncldently lives In the same dorm as the
guy In lesson 13).
28. Respect for other people goes a
long way.
29. You drink a lot of coffee In college.
30. Not everyone meets that permanent significant other In college.
31. Sarcasm is a virtue.
32. "All nlghters" are usually your
own fault (unless you're really ambitious so that you need to get thingsdone early ~- or you work for the
Champion).
33. A working printer Is a good thing,
34. When friends and family aye not
to be found, God Is only a prayer away,
35.1 know much less as a college
senior than I thought 1 did when 1
graduated high school.
College has been a great experience. 1
highly recommend it
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I do not feel obliged to believe that
the same God who has endowed us
with sense, reason, and intellect has
intended us to forego their use.

lnion

—Galileo Galilei

Give me just 15 more minutes

ion
Falwell lakes message
of voting to the pews
Here he goes again. J u s t when the liberals throughout America thought
they'd seen the last of Dr. Jerry FaJweH's political invdlvement, he has disappointed them again. Recently, Falwell made the official announcement of anew
movement—People of Faith 2000.
The group, mainly started to target Christians who are either not registered
to vote or merely apathetic to the process, has a goal of reaching into America's
churches and grabbing 10 million additions to the already-powerful "Christian
right." Over the next several months, Falwell and his partners will contact
thousands of pastors, asking them to mobilize their congregations.
This has worked for Dr. Falwell before. In the 1980's, when he was at the
height of his Involvement with the Moral Majority, Falwell was credited as being
a vital key to the successful candidacy of Ronald Reagan.
|; With the creation of People of Faith 2000, Falwell hopes to have the same
success In electing a candidate that will further the Ideals and convictions of
America's Christian population. Officially, though, People of Faith with neither
support nor oppose any candidate.
At a. time when many conservative Christians have all but given up on the
process, it's encouraging to see someone like Falwell take charge to mobilize the
troops. Christians throughout America need to unite and let their voice be
heard, for if they don't, they have no right to complain about the Immoral direction of their government Exercising our rights is the only way we can show the
rest of the country that our views count.

Feds show their power
in giving Elian to dad
To the relief ofAmericans tired ofthe Elian Gonzalez soap opera, Elian was
reunited with his father on Saturday. What might not thrill Akiericans as much is
the way in which he was reunited.
§ ; :: j u s t before dawn, brave federal agents armed with assault rifles tammed'down
tttedoorof hte relative's Miami home. They then smashed two beds beforefinding6year-old Elianfledtothe closet wlm the flsheniian who on^inally rescued to
the sea. The agent held his weapon inches from Elian's head while an AP photographer managed to capture the horrific image for the whole worldtosee.
Attorney General Janet Reno noted this was not a violent raid since no one was
h u r t What she can'ttellyou is the effect this will have on the emotional state of this
young boy. P^no, after all, supposedly did this In the name of Elian's mental state,
even though she likely did more harm than good.
Reno was clearly under pressure. Her term in office began with thefieryconclu| slonto the standoff In Waco—just seven years ago last Wednesday— and it was clear
that talkstowrestle Elian away from his Ftoridlan relatives were going nowhere. She
had to end this. And she used the only way she seemstoknow how— a massive
showof force.

Quotes of the week:
"Again J say unto you,That if two ofyou shall agree on earth as touching anything
that they shall ask, it shafl.be doneforthem of my Father which Is In heaven.''
—Matthew 18:19
"Every man has his own courage, and is betrayed because he seeks in himself the courage of other persons."
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
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The Champion encourages community members to submit letters to the
editor on any subject. Letters should
not exceed 400 words and must be
typed and signedThe deadline is 6
p.m. Wednesday.
Letters and columns that appear
are the opinion of the author solely,
not the Champion editorial board or
Liberty University.
All material submitted becomes the
property of the Champion. The
Champion reserves the right to
accept, reject or edit any letter
received — according to the Champion stylebook, taste and the Liberty
University mission statement.
Send letters to: Liberty Champion,
Liberty University, Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA 24506 or drop off in DeMoss
Hall 110.

Saturday, I was in an oh-so-familiar
position. I made plans for dinner earlier
in the day, but a mini-crisis erupted at
my second home —DeMoss Hall 110.
One must tend to family business first,
so I called the dinner
party and asked for
more time. Give me 15
minutes, I pleaded. J u s t
15 more minutes. I have
to work on the Champion.
Of course, I had to
ask several more times
before arriving late. Too
many things wedged
their way between finishing this issue and
carrying on with life as a
normal person. Such is the life of a
newspaper editor. A mere 15 minutes
can make the difference.

assignments for Tuesday — the tasks
neglected during the weekend when the
time was spent working on the paper.
Or worrying. Or thinking about sleep.
Or a thousand other things that bog the
mind and soul. It can
be 15 minutes of fun,
failure, frustration or
fantastic rewards. Yet,
15 more minutes of
sleep can be a daysaver.
This final 15 minutes will be spent In
gratitude. As always,
this Is the last week
for the current staff of
the Champion. After
this issue hits the
newsstands on Tuesday, my tenure as
editor is finished.
So, humor me this week while I
thank and acknowledge some of the
people who have given me 15 extra
minutes in their lives and understood
when I didn't have 15 minutes for them:
• To my staff: thanks for your hard
work and dedication to the task. We
always try. Sometimes we fail. Most of
the time, we excel. You rock. For those
staying — carry on the tradition of
excellence. I'll be watching. To Jessica,
Matt, Elaine and all of the December
defectors, thanks for making this a
great year. I love and appreciate you
much more than you can ever know.
•To Mrs. Huff: thanks for being a
great adviser and friend. The people
that carry on each week in DH 110 will

lirisedwards

It's the difference between making a
printer's deadline in Charlottesville, or
three more hours of driving to Culpeper
to make sure the paper returns on
time.
It's the difference in securing an
interview with a busy administrator
and clinching a story of importance to
the students. It can also mean missing
the call because you had to go to class
— the dilemma of a student/reporter/
editor/slave. And, that same 15 minutes can mean a closed door and a "see
you next time" when you finally get to
class.
Speaking of class, 15 minutes also
leaves enough time to whip up those

Albright & Co. risking our future
As Americans, something we almost
inherently hold to be true is our superiority to most other nations in the world. We
have a society that is free, rather than
oppressive. Our economy is—except for a
few hectic days on Wall Street—far more
lucrative and wealth-enhancing than that
of many of our neighbors throughout the
world. And let us not forget our military,
which has a level of might so awesome,
that—barring any more cuts from President Clinton—it could render just about
any other nation powerless in a conflict
against us.
In general, there is a feeling among
Americans that we are more sophisticated, more intelligent, and simply better
off than any other nation. And while that
is in many cases true, our wonderful Clinton-appointed Secretary of State Madeline Albright is doing her best to make
sure her department of the government
undermines all sense of faith and security
we have.
When dealing with classified information (i.e. secret codes used by agents
around the world, intelligence reports
detailing Illegal arms sales In enemy
nations and a listing of the procedures
with which our government spies on
other nations), you would expect that
those in charge of such information
would be constantly taking measures
which would ensure its secrecy. However,
this has been something of a difficult task
for the State Department recently.
Since 1998, there have been several
Instances that have cast doubt on the
effectiveness of the State Department in
the handling of sensitive materials. And

when these types of situations occur
simultaneously with other security disasters^—such as the loss of nuclear secrets
to communist
China—the combined result can
only be a drastically lower level of
security for all
Americans.
One of the
recent high-profile
breaches of State
Department security occurred
within the department's own offices In 1998. In the plain
view of present employees a man, dressed
in a long tweed coat and showing no signs
of belonging in the building, walked into
Madeline Albright's executive secretary's
office. Upon entering the offices, and
undergoing no security checks, this stillunidentified man approached a stack of
highly sensitive files, took a large quantity
of them, walked out of the building and
disappeared with an armload of government secrets.

liiilmurray

The entire time this man was In the
State Department building, he was
approached by no one, checked out by no
one and was granted full access to everything the building had to offer.
Unfortunately, this situation did little
to bolster the overall approach to security
at the State Department. J u s t last year,
for instance, counter-intelligence officials
from the FBI discovered a Russian spy
lurking outside of the State Department
offices. This alone would not have been

SPEAKUP!
"Barnes & Nobles
because there isn't a
large bookstore in
Lynchburg."

.fgf^dia

"Best Buy because I
can't find any good
CD's around here."

"Nector's, a great
smoothie place."
—Matt Carroll, Sr.
ML Holly Springs, Pa.

Member o f Associated
Collegiate Press since 1989; AllAmerican 1991-92; First Class
1992-93 95
A * %
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such a large problem. However, after this
man was found, a listening device was
also discovered implanted in the wall of a
conference room in the State
Department's headquarters (a
conference room in which top
secret information is freely
discussed).
Within the last several
weeks, yet another problem
has come in the direction of
Secretary Albright and her
security-impaired colleagues.
A laptop computer, containing many of America's
most sensitive reports, codes
and information-gathering procedures
was left unattended and unsecured in a
conference room. The door to this room
was then propped open for construction
workers who were renovating the building, but who also lacked the security
clearances needed for admittance to
rooms such as this particular conference
room. Soon after, this laptop—and possibly America's security—were gone.
After losing files to an unidentified
man, allowing a spy to loom outside their
building, having a conference room
bugged and carelessly leaving a high-priority laptop prime for the taking, I wonder
what the State Department Is doing to
ensure these problems are halted.
America can Ill-afford any more of
these occurrences. With each of them, we
come dangerously closer to living in a
nation that Is no longer sheltered from
the evil plotting and military advances of
enemies around the world.

What new store do you want to
see on Wards Road?

-Rachel Johnson, Sr.
Sterling, Va.

*Tn°fCu',sJian

always work for you and no one else.
Thanks also to Dr. Gribbin who looks
out and speaks up for truth in Journalism.
• To those who paved the way for me
— Jen Pillath, Rick Boyer, Rachel
Gaines, Doug Kruhm, and the Champion alumni family: your leadership
has been felt here, even now that you
are gone.
• To Andy, Neal, Scottle, Derek,
Carol, Laurie and everyone else I have
had to cancel plans with: I'm sorry.
Please forgive me. I have time now. Can
we please hang out?
•To my boys in dorm 11 — especially
Drew, Shevi, Price, Bill, Homer, Woodstock and the assorted collection of
ragamuffins that occupy the high side
of the hall: thanks for the column inspiration and good times. And hanging out
with a guy who looks like he should be
fighting a middle-aged crisis and malepattern baldness.
• To my family: thanks for reading
and giving support, especially when the
work has become unbearable and the
pressure too high. When I'm sitting on
pins and needles here at school, a call
home is always comfortable.
•To everyone else: continue to appreciate a university that stands for biblical truth while watching and praying
for opportunities to make this place a
great education institution that prepares budding professionals for their
chosen fields.
That's it. You have survived. My 15
minutes are finished.

* ^ r

-Melissa Snyder, Fr.
Wilmington, Del.

"Saks Fifth Avenue
because that would
be really nice."

"Old Navy because it's
cheap and good."

—Dwight Cheney, Sr.
Tucson, Ariz.

—Karl Beck, J r .
Lynchburg, Va.
Hiolos by Jessica Peterson
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Bona leads team with more than just BSC experience
By Brooke Herrmann, asst sports ed.
Thefivefoot, 11 inch sophomore
sat back into the worn in black
leather couch at his teammates
apartment, with a comforting smile
on his face as he began to think of
exactly how he wanted to answer
my question.
"Pun. That's what baseball has
been to me," LU third baseman
John Bona said.
Bona grew up playing ball. He
was raised on America's favorite
past time. Bona's dad played in the
minor league's and was therefore a
major impact on his life.
"John's dad always coached, he
never missed one ofJohn's games,"
his mom. Carol Bona said. 'The
family was always involved."
"Dad has always been my mentor, he has helped me so much in
my mental game," Bona said.
"It's so easy to get caught up in
the seriousness of the game and
Dad's always reminded me that 'this
isn't gonna last forever.'"
But baseball wasn't always
Bona's passion like it was his
father's.
"Ill never forget the time I quit
baseball I hated it cause I stunk,"
Bona said.Bona hated learning to
bat and he was so impatient that he

coach at the time.
Bona had his ups when he led
"Last year we took two
the team in the fall batting .519.
outta three from ClemLast season he started 38 games
son, and that's when I
and played in 46, while leading
was reminded of how
the team in stolen bases.
glad I am that I switched
This season Bona has begun
to baseball. We were
to come around again after a persuch a young team and
sonal successful weekend at
no one expect us to win
Charleston Southern this past
BONA the series," he said.
weekend.
Bona is one of the few
To Bona, baseball has been
returning players from the '98 team
more than a game, it's been a life
who not only led the Flames to win
lesson.
the Big South but also executed
"After a family vote, we all
decided it's mostly taught John
well there.
"He's had such experience in
patience," Carol Bona said.
"You just have
conference
to trust the ability
play that he
^ When I'm hot I'm God gave you,"
really leads
Bona said as he
the team. He hot. When I'm not
folded his hands
knows a lot,"
I'm not!
behind his head.
teammate
"If God has
Dan Valentin
-LU third baseman
,
plans for me to go
said.
J o h n B o n a « « pro, it'll happen. I
"We have a
*"~
just leave it in His
young team
and his experience is key to the new
hands," Bona said.
"I'm realty just enjoying it and
guys," head coach Dave Pastors
having
fun. Few people get to play
said earlier this season.
at
the
collegiate
level," Bona said.
"He's crazy about playing. No one
The
feelings
are
obviously mutual
stops him from getting on the fieldwhen
Valentin
was
asked to sum
except the coaches," Valentin said.
up
Bona
in
one
word.
Bona's
Like any sport, baseball has it's
teammate
and
more
importantly
ups and downs, and so does its
friend answered "trustworthy."
players.

decided to quit t-ball.
"But ya know what?
The following season I
came out and wanted to
play," he said.
And play he did. Bona
played at Westminister
Academy High School in
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla, who
was No. 2 in the nation.
Tommy John, the former pitcher of the New York Yankees and Hall of Famer, coached
Bona in high school after personally
inviting him to play on the varsity
team when Bona was in seventh
grade.
"That's when we knew immediately that God had a hand in this,"
Carol Bona said.
As Bona's senior year
approached, Liberty's football team
recruited Bona before the baseball
program did.
Bona was one of the many American boys who was raised as a dual
sport athlete. Coach Sam
Rutigliano offered Bona a fullrideto
LU on a football scholarship.
"I took the full ride," Bona said.
He came to Lynchburg to play football, but after a season ending
injury in the bye week his freshman
year, Bona decided to play for Coach
Johnny Hutton, Liberty's baseball

MICHELLE WARNER

"CAN'T TOUCH THIS" — Sophomore John Bona is safe as the opponent
tries to pick him off at first base.
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By Tim Holland, reporter

Now that the pretenders have
been weeded out from the contenders and the 2000 NBA Playoffs commence, we're all left wondering, "Can anyone stop the Lakers?"
The Lakers open against the
sporadic Sacramento Kings, who
in January had the third best
record in the NBA, but fell to the
eighth spot in the West. They
should dispatch of the Kings in
four games tops.
Some say that the Portland
Trailblazers pose the only real
threat to the Lakers in the West,
hut I disagree. They'll beat Minnesota, but don't be surprised if it
uoes five games.
The team that the Lakers fear
• ae most is the defending champion, San Antonio Spurs. If they
are able to get Tim Duncan
healthy then they could very well
defeat the Lakers. The Spurs were
the only team to take their season
series from L.A., winning three out
of four games.
Don't count out the Utah Jazz
either. They've pick-and-rolled
the Lakers right out of the playoffs
two of the past three seasons, and
this group of crafty veterans isn't
ready to hear their swan song just
yet.
The East is a different story.
The Pacers have emerged as the
No. 1 seed, and are eager to make
the Finals for the first time since
joining the NBA in 1976.
The Miami Heat, the two-seed
in the East, and will overcome
injuries to make it to the Eastern
Conference Finals.
Toronto and. New York will be
an intriguing matchup as well.
The Knicks will win in five games.
The winner of the Sixers-Hornets series, probably the Sixers,
will play well against Indiana, but
not well enough to win.
i
So finally, I'm picking the Lakers over the Pacers in six games to
win this year's NBA Cliawpi
unship.
CHHtS'HAN Sl'MMKK
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Amnesty
Week
This is a call for all those dishes,
silverware, etc. that are at large in
the L.U. community. These items
can be returned beginning April
25 th by the cashier in the
Reber/Thomas Dining Hall.

No penalty, no questions

Tim ii k
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MINDBOGGLE
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choice FREE with this
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LU coach trades whistle for prison keys
By Brooke Herrmann A John Fard

"All little boys played soccer in
Scotland and Bill was one of the
lucky ones to come up the ranks,"
Mrs. Bell said.
During his teenage years, Bell
played for ajunior team and later
for the Scottish National Amateur
Team. Several years later, Bell's
dreams of playing professional
soccer had still gone unrealized.
He was working as an engineer at
a local factory and playing for a
second-division Scottish team,
Queens Park, when the opportunity arrived. Bell was invited to
play in England for the famous
professionals club Leeds United.
For the next 22 years as a
coach and a player, Bell's life was
devoted to soccer. Over that time.
Bell traveled all over the world
and played In front of crowds as
large as 120,000. Bell played
both for Leeds United and Leicester City In England, winning a
championship with
Leeds.
Bell soon found out
that there's more to life
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION
than soccer; he was
"LISTEN UP" — LU soccer coach Bill Bell ends a game with prayer, makfired. After being fired
ing Christ first in every soccer game he has coached at LU.
he came to realize
something —"he had
been a fool."
the Highlanders embraced in
Nearly a decade later. Bell
hugs as brothers in Christ.
received another calling from ,
"I sacrificed my famThis fall will be Bell's last seaGod. Bell had gotten two letters in
ily for the game of socBELL cer," Bell said.
son at the helm of the Liberty
the mail from British prisons
men's soccer team.
telling of inmates hanging tfiemUpon arriving in
selves and other awful things
Massillon, Ohio, for a vacation,
"I'm not thinking about it as
happening in the prisons.
the Bells decided to go to church
my last year, what's important
as they always had. It was that
this final year is that we continue
"It was an evil place," Bell
Sunday that the Bells gave their
,to glorify God," Bell said.
recalled. Upon returning, the
lives to Christ. Immediately after
Bells knew their next step in furThis season may be the best
their life changing experience, he
thering God's kingdom was to
season ever and the Lord has
joined Campus Crusade for
leave LU and go full time into the
honored Bell because he honored
Christ and began working with
prison ministry.
God.
Athletes in Action In California.
Bell has accomplished many
Although. Bell is the 40th winBell was then invited to come
things at Liberty in the two
nlngest active soccer coach in the
check out Liberty, and while staydecades he has been here, but
NCAA history with 179 career vicing in Lynchburg for the weekwould like to only be remembered
tories, spanning 21 season, winend, the Bells visited a Thomas
"as a coach that ran a Christ-cending is not his greatest accomRoad Baptist Church service,
tered program."
plishment.
which consisted of 100 students
But Liberty will always
f "My greatest accomplishment
coming forward as missionaries.
remember when the Flames were
has been my time at Liberty as a
used by Christ to lead the entire
Reader of young men for Christ,"
This is for the world," Bell said
Radford team to Jesus and in the
^Bell said.
as he looked at his wife, and
following season as the rival team
that's when they knew God was
returned to LU. the Flames and
calling him to coach at Liberty.

The aged black-and-white
photographs decorated the walls
of his memory-filled small office
in the Hancock Athletic building.
Trophies, awards and tracts
neatly covered his desktop, and a
soccer ball signed by a victorious
team sat on the windowsill. The
Leeds United 2000 calendar hung
proudly next to him.
Liberty's head soccer coach
Bill Bell plans to resign following
what he prays will be another
successful season.
It has been a successful run
for Bell — as a soccer coach and
as a Christian. From the early
days in the NCCAA to the current
standing as a NCAA Division I
member. Bell has guided Liberty
University's soccer program to
unprecedented heights.
Now after 21 seasons, including leading the
Flames to a first-place
regular season finish
in 1997 and has
taken the team to
tournament title
games In '94, '98 and
"99.
Not all of Bell's
success at LU has
come on the soccer
field. Through Bell's
on-the-field testimony he has
personally led many players and
coaches to saving faith In Jesus
Christ.
In 1993, Bell and his wife Mary
founded "Within the Walls," a
ministry to take the Gospel into
British prisons. Bell knew God
was calling him and his wife to
minister to young men In the
prisons. That summer Bell and
his wife spent time in England
going to various prisons and witnessing to young inmates.
Born in Scotland, Bell was
unlike many American boys who
are born with a baseball or basketball in their hand. He grew up
earing, drinking and sleeping soccer. As a young boy. Bell played
from sunrise to sunset.

rtsupdate
Compiled f r o m the Associated Press

NHL playoffs in full swing
A cross-ice pass became the winning goal Friday night as
the Pittsburgh Penguins knocked the Washington Capitals out
of the playoffs with a nip and tuck 2-1 win.
The goal was scored with 12:04 to play when Jaromir Jagr's
pass from the left wing hit Calle Johansson in the left leg and
bounced into the net. The goal gave Pittsburgh a 4-1 series victory.
The win sends the Penguins to the second round of the
Stanley Cup playoffs to face off against the Philadelphia Flyers,
who defeated the defending Eastern Conference champion Buffalo Sabres.

Gonzalez denies allegations
Juan Gonzalez denied saying he plans to leave the Detroit
Tigers after this season on Friday.
Peter Gammons reported Thursday in his weekly ESPN.com
column that Gonzalez "is telling every opposing player he talks
with that he has no intention of signing a long-term contract
with the Tigers."
"I didn't say anything. I'm happy here," Gonzalez said before
Friday's game at the Chicago White Sox.
Tigers general manager Randy Smith said he's waiting for a
report from Gonzalez or his agents.

Wizards fire Walker
Darrell Walker will not be back next season as head coach of
the Washington Wizards, ESPN's David Aldridge reported
Thursday.
Walker will likely be offered a job within the Wizards' organization next season. Walker was 15-23 as interim coach this
season, replacing the fired Gar Heard.
The Wizards finished the season with an embarrassing 29-
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Liberty senior golfer serves as a leader on and off the course
By Doug Stewart, sports editor

With every successful team there is
always a go-to guy "that the team looks
up to. This person is a vocal leader,
someone that other team members
turn to for answers and encouragement. For the Liberty University golf
team, that man is senior golfer Todd
Humrichouser.
Also recognized as the master of
ceremonies at the LU Coffee Houses,
Humrichouser is the No. 2 player in
the Flames lineup. He has supplied
his team with a steady 76.1 per round
average in the 2000 season.
However, Humrichouser's low numbers on the course are just one of the
many impressive contributions that
he has made to the team.
He has found the game of golf, as
well as any other activity that he takes
part in as an opportunity to present
the Gospel to others.
"Anything that we do. any team
that Liberty is associated with should
serve as a perfect opportunity to

spread the word of God. Golf is just
another way to tell others about the
Lord," Humrichouser said. "I am Just
thrilled to be able to play this game
and to be able to use it as a witnessing
tool."
According to the Westerville, Ohio
native, he has learned about the
importance of witnessing through the
constant encouragement of Liberty's
head coach Frank Landry.
"It is all because of the example
that coach Landry has set for our
team. He is constantly handing out
tracts and quoting Bible verses. He
always says handing out tracts is just
another little thing that you can do,
and that is so true." Humrichouser
said.
The LU golf team, which is currently enjoying one of its most successful spring seasons in team history, has relied heavily on Humrichouser both on and off the course this
year.
"Not only is Todd a good player but
his great sense of humor and wonder-

HUMRICHOUSER

ful personality has made him the
leader of our team," Landry said. "He
has been a special blessing this year."
Humrichouser feels that this year's
team is finally starting to gel because
of the closeness of the team.
"The relationships on the team

have become closer this year. It is
important to be able to count on each
other out on the course and our team
can do that," Humrichouser said.
Humrichouser is the only graduating senior on the squad and feels that
the a solid nucleus should ensure
another great year for the Flames.
"We are a young team and we will
be back in the future. It's pretty
upsetting to know that I will be leaving due to graduating, but players like
Yong (Joo) will step it up and win
some tournaments," Humrichouser
said.
According to Humrichouser, he has
played the game of golf since age five
and doesn't plan on hanging it up
after graduation.
"Golf is a game that can be played
well down the road and I plan on
doing so," Humrichouser said.
He started swinging with his dad
as a youngster, but golf has never
been his first love.
"I love all sports, but basketball has
to be my first love," Humrichouser

said.
Before coming to LU, he spent two
seasons as a dual athlete in both basketball and golf at Grace College, Indiana.
However, It was during his sophomore year at Grace that Humrichouser felt compelled to come to Liberty to play Division I golf.
"I felt that Liberty was where God
wanted me to be. After being here for
three years I now see why I came
here," Humrichouser said.
Since transferring to LU, Humrichouser has changed his major from
business to sport management.
"When I found out that Liberty was
a fully accredited sport management
school, I knew that I wanted to
become a part of that major," Humrichouser said.
"Sport Management is perfect for
me and I look forward to work with
athletics in the future."
Humrichouser now plans become a
team leader once again — this time in
the world of sport management.

Women's soccer springs out
for Richmond tournament
By Doug Stewart, sports editor

The Liberty University
women's soccer team tied Virginia Commonwealth University 2-2. as the Lady Flames
finished up their spring exhibition matches last weekend.
Liberty overcame wet and
windy conditions in Richmond
to put in a solid performance
against the Lady Rams.
The Lady Flames dominated
play throughout the three 30minute thirds type format, as
they twice took the lead with
goals from freshman midfielder Emily Shubin.
Virginia Commonwealth was
able to battle back to tie the
match 2-2 with two minutes
remaining.

The Lady Flames dominated
play throughout the match but
were not able to shake oft the
feisty VCU squad and the
match ended tied.
The Rams capitalized on
their rare visits into the Liberty
penalty area. In an open, fast
paced game, LU created
numerous chances with the
help of excellent offensive performances from forwards
Nancy Davis and Alicia Davis.
Liberty has remained
unbeaten throughout the
spring in both indoor and outdoor play. The Lady Flames are
coming off of an impressive 109, 3-3 BSC record last season.
LU ended a fairytale type
season with an overtime loss to
Elon College in last season's

Big South Tournament Championship game.
According to LU head coach
James Price, his team has had
an impressive spring and is
ready for another run at the
Big South title.
"It is always encouraging to
go undefeated in the spring. We
now need to have a good summer of preparation, and keep it
going into the fall season,"
Price said.
In other Liberty women's ,
soccer news, freshman forward
Lauren Coffey has been
selected to play in the women's
semi-pro league for the Char-L
lotte Lady Eagles this summer.
Coffey finished the year wi,th
13 goals and six assists.

JOHN FISHER

SHE'S GOT LEGS AND SHE KNOWS HOW TO USE 'EM — A Liberty women's soccer player competed in last week's
exhibition game against VCU. The Lady Flames tied the Lady Rams 2-2.
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Golf has slim chance at NCAA's
By Chris Edwards, editor in chief

MATT HJ'&MBO

THE THREE MUSKETEERS — Sharon Wilkcrson, Elena Kisseleva and Sarah Farley have played
together for the past four years and are preparing for life after college.

In May. (see related story, page 12)

Bye, bye Big Three
Lady Flames legacy prepares for life after Liberty University hoops
By DJ. J ordan, reporter

Four conference championships, four NCAA tournament appearances* four conference player -of-the-year
awards, seven All-Conference
team selections, two Virginia
Alt-State team Selections.
That's what the Liberty
women's basketball team's
"Big Three'* has accomplished
in the lastfour years. Elena
Kisseleva, Sarah Farley and
Sharon Wllkerson couldn't
have Imagined a better Basketball career.
Until three years ago, the
thought of women's profes^
atonal basketball in America
was a dream. Now Liberty's Big
Three have the opportunity of
furtliertog their basketball
careersln the U.S. instead of
'{overseas.
LU Assistant Coach Roger
Hodge believes that all three
have a very good chance to
play professional basketball.
^They will get a lot of looks,
both In the states and overseas. We have been contacted
by several teams," Hodge said.
Kisseleva Is not going to
make herself available for the
WNBA or European Basketball
Leagueforat least a year.
She feels that pro basketball
Is not what God wantsforher
right now, and she did not
make her decision until two
weeks ago.
Kisseleva is also recovering

from a bout with mono and
said she Is not able to perform
at 100 percent right now.
She must also consider the
needs of her family before trying out anywhere.
"My parents are coming
hereformy graduation and
their visa allows them to stay
only In Lynchburg ...All of the
tryouts 1 have been Invited to
are during the time my parents
will be here, and I cannotJust
leave my parents here," Kisseleva said.
She said If she had a chance
to play anywhere she would
probably choose Europe over
America and Russia, due to the
low salaries of the WNBA and
Russian leagues and the more
wide^-open style of play In
• Eiirope. •

"1 might try outforthe
WNBA next year and If that's
God's will I'll be playing in the
league and If not I will be doing
something else," Kisseleva
said.

•

Kisseleva has job inter*
views lined up, which include
working with a software company or afinancialadvising
company.
Sharon Wllkerson, en the
other hand, plans on playing
professional basketball this
year, whether In the WNBA or
overseas.
•
Wllkerson and her sister,
Sarah Farley, have asked
Christian sports agent Mike
Gams to help them fulfill their

After a fourth place finish In the
Big South Conference championships, the Liberty golf team
must assume a position more
common lo a middling major-conference men's hoop team during
March Madness — on the bubble.
Star golfer YongJoo finds himself In the same predicamenL
Despite his record-breaking first
round and individual win a t Big
South, he and the team must perform well In the Penn State Tournament on April 2 8 and 2 9 In State
College, Pa., to have even a chance
to play at the NCAA East Reglonals

professional basketball
dreams.
Wllkerson has received
attention from the Houston
Comets, the Cleveland Rockets, the Miami Sol and the
Indiana Fever. But a WNBA
contract Is not a lock for Wllkerson.
"I want to try to play In the
WNBAfirst,but if that doesn't
workout, I will definitely go
oyer to Europe to get some
good experience, and then try
out againforthe WNBA," Wllkerson said.
Sarah Farley's chances of
playing professional basketball
were halted when she broke
; her shooting hand in a pick-up
basketball game last week.
Her surgery was successful
but the injury will keep her
from playing for at least a year.
She will probably play overseas
first before trying out for a
WNBA team when she is 100
percent again.
"Mof the WNBA teams that
are Interested in Sarah and 1
are looking for point guards.
That's fine because 1 played
point guard when Sarah was
suspended this past season,
although 1 would rather play
shooting guard," Wllkerson
said,
Hodge isexcited forthe
possibilities to have a Liberty
grad in the professional ranks.
"It helps usfroma recruiting standpoint," Hodge said.

Liberty looked good after the
first round on April 17. The Flames
entered the clubhouse at Greenwood (S.C.) Country Club with a
surprising three-shot lead over
Charleston Southern. But, Coastal
Carolina eventually won Its fourth

consecutive title by six strokes over
CSU.
With the win, the Chants also
earned a n automatic bid to the
NCAA Reglonals. It's the first year
the conference winning team could
earn a trip to the playoffs, Landrey
said.
But the Flames still have a
chance. Teams can qualify for the
NCAA Reglonals by either winning
a conference bid or by placing
among top teams in district play.
In golf, the NCAA groups
schools by district, in addition to
conferences. Liberty plays In District II. Each district is assigned a
different number of slots for teams
who do not qualify through conference tournaments. District II h a s
four slots, Landrey said.
Currently, the Flames stand in
a tie for fourth In with Temple,
Seton Hall and SL John's. The
tiebreaker consists of a school's
record in head-to-head play

against the others and the total
stroke differential between the
schools.
With one tournament left this
season, overcoming a trio of
schools will be difficult, especially
because the team will face only
Temple In the PSU tournament for
a chance at a head-to-head win.
A committee of three will ultimately decide what teams from
Division II will advance. Complicating matters — Landrey is on the
committee.
T h a t makes it doubly difficult,"
Landrey said.
But, regardless of how the situation works out, Landrey is hopefiil for the future. Four of live
starters return next season, a n d a
sixth player who has seen time will
also return.
"We've learned a lot," Landrey
said. "It looks like we will be a
strong contender in the fall."

falls in Big South Tournament
By John Farel, reporter
The Charleston Southern Buccaneers brought a n end to the
Liberty Flames season Thursday
afternoon In the first round of the
Big South Conference Tournament
CSU defeated the Flames 5-0,
a t Elon College.
Charleston Southern breezed
through its matches, winning two
singles a n d one doubles match
without surrendering a p o i n t

After defeating the Flames,
Charleston Southern went on to
capture its third consecutive BSC
championship with wins over
Winthrop on Friday a n d Elon In
the championship on Saturday.
With the three wins this weekend, Charleston Southern h a s
won 2 7 consecutive BSC
matches, with their last loss coming in the '97 final against
Winthrop.
For Liberty and the rest of the
Big South Conference it is not

going to get any easier. The Buccaneers team that went 10-0 in
the BSC this year h a s several
underclassmen and no seniors.
Nonetheless, things are looking u p for the Flames a s they will
return a strong core of players for
the 2001 season.
The Flames number one player
Bruno Coelho will return along
with standout freshmen Ricardo
Shinozaki, who was nominated
for BSC rookie of the year award.

Football team focuses on basics, attitude
By Doug Stewart, sports editor
For the p a s t three weeks, head
coach Ken Karcher a n d his staff
have been busy reviewing team
fundamentals.
The learning of the new offensive a n d defensive schemes have
been difficult so far, b u t are figured to pay off In the long r u n .

The new a n d almost entirely
renovated coaching staff expect
to show major Improvement since
they have entered t h e LU program.
"We have a long way to go
before we are all on the s a m e
page, b u t that's w h a t the spring
season is all about," offensive line
coach Bob Lord said.

The team is currently preparing for the a n n u a l spring scrimmage to be held on Saturday,
April 29 a t noon at Williams Stadium.
All students a n d faculty are
encouraged to come to Saturday's scrimmage. The new helmet
logo will be revealed during t h e
game a s well.
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New Life Christian stores has openings for frontline sales associates.
Must be available for summer holidays. Mature responsible individuals
apply in person only. Monday thru
Friday
10:00am to 5:00pm
4018Wards Road - Lynchburg
Summer Sales Internships
Earn $3,000-$7,000+ gain valuable
business experience selling yellow
page advertising in your official
University Telephone Directory.
Excellent advertising/sales/public
relations challenge. Great resume
booster! Nationally recognized training program. Call ieff at College
Directory Publishing 800-466-2221
x.470
A College Student's Dream Job!!!
Great pay with flexible hours and no
transportation needed. We are seeking part time employees. Pick your
own schedule. We will train you. If
you have a clear speaking voice and
need a great job, call 582-1585 or
582-1587 or come by and fill out an
application: B&B Presentations, 523
Leesville Road, Lynchburg.

Internet Jobs for all Majors:
Aroundcampus.com is looking for
student representatives with strong
communication skillsto help launch
our new personalized, online community for your campus. Work
directly with professors & students to
promote the effective use of the
internet. Flexible schedules for Fall
and Summer. Full training provided.
Fax resumes to (610)940-1520 (attn.
HR Director) or apply online at
www.aroundcampus.com/jobs.

18yr old Swedish girl looking for
room and board, looking for christian home with youth close to her
age. Call Phyllis Thornton for details
804-528-5566

13 oi. Cocoa Pebbles, 18 oi. Frosted Alpha Bits, 13 01. Fruity
Pebbles, 14.5 oz. Honeycomb, 20 oi. Natural Raisin Bran
18 oi Super Colden Crisp, 13.75 oz. Waffle Crisp, 14 oi Alpha
Bits Marshmallow, or Assorted Varieties of 10 oi
.JzZ~
Quaker Granola and Cereal Bars

•W

Post
•eteaI Sale f

Murray Bicycle, 15 speed, excellent
condition, white color, Sale price:
$100, Call 237-6627

nCTTM*rrr

Need to make up a semester of christian service credit? Want to do it this
summer? Call
Family
Polcy
Network
525-3197,
ext
2.
"www.familypolicynetwork.org"

Ft r

or Pepper or
Pepsi cola
6 Pack 12 oz. CMS

4J5

Recieving payments on residential
or commercial property you sold?
Want cash for bills, investments or
fun? We buy owner-financed morgages. 1-888-576-6992

royer Paper

Storage space available $29 and up
per month Call 846-6901, or 4011795
1993 Chevy Beretla- 3.1 litre 6
cylinder, automatic transmission,
am/fm stereo, red exterior, gray interior, runs good condition, high
mileage, asking below NADA Blue
Book price: 4,675. Asking only
4,200 Call 237-6627

Diet Pepsi, Mountain Dew,

Towels
Crollpkg

Limit 4 with card and additional purchase*
(Regular Scent Only)

Clorox
Bleach
128 OZ.

UY ONE-GET ONE

Re i t

House for Rent 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
2 minutes from LU Call Bob
Shoemaker 832-2917

Save 21«
with card
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Fresh Pried Chicken 4
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BASEBALL

i

• 4/26 GMU at LU, 3
• 4/28-29 at UNC-Asheville
• 5/2 at VMI

GOLF

orts
APRIL

25,

2000

SOFTBALL

• PAGE

• 4/29-30 at Penn State

• 4 / 2 8 at Radford

TRACK & FIELD
• 4/25-26 Penn Relays
Decathalon at Philadelphia,
Pa.
• 4/27-29 Penn Relays at
Philadelphia, Pa.

12

Baseball drops two in CSU series
Scottie Scott singled to put the Flames
on the board early.
In the bottom of the first inning,
five hits by the Buccs tied the game 3 3. They then took the lead in the
fourth inning.
Jay Sullenger doubled down the left
field line in the seventh inning to tie
the game at 5-5.
When the Buccs came up to the
plate in the eighth, they scored five
runs off four hits and two Liberty
errors.
The Flames rallied back for four
more runs, but it wasn't enough to
hold off the Buccaneers.
Starting for the Flames on the
mound was Brian Harrell. Jason Suitt
earned the loss.
Joe Mueller and Matt Stewart also
saw time.
In game two, Liberty got off to an
early lead once again and continued
to build on it to win 3-0.
Butler singled to left center in the

By Brooke Herrmann, asst. sports editor

dougstewart

What's your
playoff of
As we sit in the middle of spring
with the summer months lingering
ahead, it's the time of the year that
sports fans look forward to more
than coloring eggs with the Easter
Bunny—it's playoff time.
With both the NBA playoffs and
the NHL playoffs in full swing, we
are currently knee deep tn eUrnihation games, do or die, put«up-orshut-up, and sink or swim type
games.
These are the kind of games that
we look forward to as soon a s the
first puck is dropped and as soon
as thefirstjump ball is thrown into
the air.
These are the games where the
players are going full speed and are
fighting and clawing for every point
possible. The winners in this format are determined through a grueling best of seven series.
And that's the way it should be.
1 was asked an interesting question this week; that question being:
What is more exciting, the NBA or
the NHL playoffs?
Now to be perfectly honest, I
have a tough time watching a regular season game in either league.
Now there are exceptions to the
rule, like for example if the Penguins were playing then I could
watch and root on the black and
gold intensely.
The present day playoff status
just brings a whole new ray of light
to the situation for me. I would
have to answer the question with a
resounding HOCKEY.
I love to watch playoff hockey. 1
could probably watch a showdown
between big time hockey schools
such as Honululu State vs. Northeastern Saskatchewan if it was a
playoff game.
For me, there is nothing quite as
competitive and as fun to watch as
a tough series of hockey. Not only
do these guys elevate their game,
but they are willing to do anything
to get the puck into the net or to
keep it out of their own net.
Frankly, that sets the stage for
some fun stuff.
The violent checks and constant
pad popping is seen with more frequency in the post-season and
adds to the excitement.
With the tension knob turned up
a few notches, the spring months
always bring out games that seem
to come right down to the wire in
every series.
Well, that's all for my confusing
analysis of professional playoffs.
Now for my predictions.
When you look at hockey, there
are several big time, tough to pick
matchups coming up in round two.
Even though St. Loui6 and San
Jose haven't finished their series as
they head to game seven on Tuesday. It doesn't matters because
both teams would lose in the next
round either way.
Colorado will come out of the
west and the winner of the Philadelphia vs. Pittsburgh series will come
out of the east.
Those are my picks for the playoffs. E-mail me your thoughts at
djstewar® liberty.edu.

The skies opened up and let loose
on Tuesday and the Flames were
rained out once again.
Liberty was scheduled to face Virginia Commonwealth at Richmond on
April 18, but, due to inclement
weather, the Flames earned themselves a day of rest.
Liberty had the week off to prepare
for its Big South match up in
Charleston, S.C. against the
Charleston Southern Buccaneers this
past weekend.
But according to their game play,
the Flames were unprepared as they
fell 8-7 on Friday and 10-9 in Saturday's first doubleheader game against
CSU. Liberty took the second game 30.
Liberty opened Saturday's first
game with a three run rally, led by
Keith Butler's triple and RBI. Steve
Baker answered with a double and

first to score Trey Miller and gain a 10 lead.
Three innings later with two outs,
Kelly Knouse singled and eventually
scored off Scott's single to right field.
Liberty's last run came in the sixth
inning when Knouse singled scoring
Larry York.
Dan Valentin pitched all seven
innings to shut down the Buccaneers.
It was his second shut out of the season.
Valentin struck out seven, walked
only one and improved his record to
5-1.
In Friday's competition, the Buccs
trailed 5-0 heading to the sixth when
they scored three runs off starter
Brian Adams, who had allowed only
one hit in the game to that point.
But the Flames put some more
runs on the board in the top of the
eighth with homers from Knouse and
Miller, who hit two. total on the day.
Also contributing at the plate was
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Joo captures BSC crown
By Leneta Lawing, reporter
Liberty University's golf team
traveled to Greenwood, S.C.
last week to participate in the
Big South Conference tournament. The tournament was
held at the 6,691 yard, par 72
Greenwood Country Club.
The Flames placed fourth
overall, and junior Yong Joo
finished a s the individual
medalist of the tournament
with a three-day total of 209.
On the first day of play, Joo
scorched the course and by the
day's end he tied the course
record and broke a Big South
Conference record with a phenomenal nine-under par 63.
After the first day of competition, Liberty turned heads and
was leading the pack with a
289 team total.
"We were ahead the first day
for the first time ever," head
coach Frank Landrey said.
"Yong played terrific. It was
just one of those days where we
were playing well and having a
lot of fun."
The second round featured a
sizzling Charleston Southern
team that came from behind to
shoot 285 and grab the lead.
The Flames shot a 298 for a
total of 587 and a third place
position.
Liberty was also paced with
strong performances from Allen
Hill 75-75-73=225, Todd Humrtchouser 75-75-75=225, Rob
McClellan 77-76-74*227 and
James Yoo 76-75-80s>231.
"We really didn't play that
bad. but it was the classic case

John Bona with a single and a sacrifice bunt.
Teammates Joey Monahan had a
double and Baker also had a triple on
the day.
Alex Dooley went to the mound for
Adams giving up two runs, and striking out one, but taking the loss.
Brian Harrell also saw time on the
mound with a strike out and Mueller
faced one batter in the ninth.
The Flames fall to 23-16 on the season and 9-4 in Big South Conference
play.
Liberty returns to play at home on
Wednesday as the Flames host George
Mason at 3 p.m.
Liberty continues to compete in Big
South action as the team hits the road
on April 28 and 29.
The Flames will face-off against the
UNC-Asheville Bulldogs this weekend
as LU tries to stay on top in the conference standings.

Track leads
Big South
meet after
first day
By Michael Dujon, reporter

FJi* PHOTO

PICTURE PERFECT — lunior golfer Yong Joo tees off in the fall during
preseason workouts. The junior won the individual title at the BSC
Tournament last week.
of other schools just playing too
well. We fell back a few shots
here and there and it was too
much," Landrey said.
Coastal Carolina claimed its
fourth straight Big South title
and its first ever bid to the
NCAA Regionals a s the Chants
went on to victory.
"We played,well the last day,"
Landrey said.
:•:•:•:•:•:•:

"We didn't play bad, but we
didn't really get anything
going," Joo said. "We knew we
had to shoot some good scores
and kept getting bad breaks."
Liberty will conclude the
2000 spring season with a road
trip to University Park, Pa. to
compete in the Penn State Invitational from April 29-30.

The Liberty track and field team performed well
In the first day events of the Big South Conference
Outdoor Track Championship on Friday, April 21 at
University of North Carollna-Ashevllle.
Liberty sprang from last year's championship .
victory in the Big South outdoor championship by
leading In most of the first days events.
The highlights of the first day's competition were
Liberty's Ken Howell and Robin Williams.
Howell placed first in the men's pole vault, but
he was not the only Liberty athlete to place in that
event.
Well-known decathlete James Johnson, Josh
Jones and Bryan Cook placed second, third, and
fourth respectively, behind of Howell.
Robin Williams placed first in the women's long
jump with a mark of 18 feet, 7 Inches.
Liberty's tracik and field men's team led the day
with 58 points, placing the team way ahead of second-placed Charleston Southern with just 25
points to show for the efforts on the day.
Liberty's women's track and field team led the
day with an outstanding lead of 61 points. Secondplaced UNC-Asheville finished the day with 48
points.
UNCA freshman Tish Franklin placed first in the
shot put with a mark of 40-5 and her teammate Tia
Hill placed second in the shot put with a mark of
36-8.
UNCA freshman Crystal Goure placed first In the
javelin with a mark of 131 -5. Goure placed fifth in
the women's shot.
Information from the second day was not available at press time.
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Softball falls to VT in doubleheader shutout
By Leneta Lawing, reporter
Liberty hosted the Virginia Tech
Hokies Wednesday in a non-conference
game. The Lady Flames were shut out
in the doubleheader, 2-0 and 12-0.
The only runs in game came in the
fourth and sixth innings. Tech's
Michelle Meadows and Kara Krumhardt
each hit a solo home run.
Liberty (28-25) had a chance to come
back in its final at bat. Tech (31-16)
made an infield error, putting runners
on first and second. Pinch hitter Kim
Johnson hit a line drive to centerfield to
load the bases with one out.
But freshman Allison Terry hit the
ball to third base and the Hokies made
the double play to end the game.
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MICHELLE WARNER

PITCH IT TO 'EM — Senior Leslie Inge
pitched Wednesday's game against Tech.

"I was very pleased with the first
game," head coach Paul Wetmore said.
"We brought in a couple of pinch hitters
who did the job in the seventh inning."
Game two was all Tech. The game
was scoreless in the first inning. Then,
the Hokies scored in every inning after
that to shut LU down.
In the second inning, VT Tech's
ladies hit two singles. They scored
when Heather Todd hit the ball into
center field to make the score 2-0.
With one out there was a chance for
a double play to end the inning, but an
infield error by Liberty kept the Hokies
alive.
Tech scored again in the inning on a
wild pitch before aflyto center field was
caught to end the top of the second.

Tech scored two more runs in the third
inning, three more in the fourth, and
four in the fifth.
"Our girls are tired and hurt. We
have no depth and Tech is a very good
team but we're No. 1 in the Big South
and that's where we expect to be when
we get to the tournament," Wetmore
said.
Monday's game in Coastal Carolina
ended in a split decision, handing both
teams their first conference loss of the
season.
Coastal Carolina (24-22, 3-1 BSC)
shut out the Lady Flames In game one
8-0, but took the loss in game two 2-0.
LU will return to action April 28 at
rival Radford at 2 p.m.

